Sport-Install, LLC is a nationwide professional company specializing in synthetic
turf maintenance, advanced in-fill and in-fill removal procedures for turf, and
athletic field renovation and repair. Since 2004, we have focused on working with
manufacturers, owners, and facilities managers to protect their investment and to
maximize the performance and long-term playability of their synthetic turf
surfaces.
Sport-Install offers a wide range of synthetic turf maintenance and repair services
utilizing state-of-the-art SMG equipment. Our synthetic turf “SportChamp Field
Maintenance and Grooming” program is designed to enhance the performance
and extend the life of the system through a series of processes including; field
cleaning, in-fill de-compaction, and redistribution of the existing in-fill material.
For fields low in in-fill we utilize highly advanced SMG Sandmatic in-fill machines
to add a uniform layer of in-fill up to the required depth. We also offer Sandmatic
in-fill service for new field installations which provides uniform in-fill level while
minimizing the trapping of fibers and premature fiber wear associated with other
in-filling methods. Additionally, we offer repair services for all types of synthetic
turf and pad systems in conjunction with our annual grooming service. Our
highly experienced installation technicians are conveniently located throughout
the United States. Sport-Install’s dedicated staff includes several members with
more than twenty-five years experience within the synthetic turf/track industry
and a cumulative experience total in excess of 125 years of service. Including our
regional affiliates, we exceed 200 years turf and track experience.
Sport-Install continues to lead the way in maintenance innovation with our SMG
Renomatic in-fill removal system, our cleaning program for non-filled synthetic
surfaces, and application of Bac-Shield™ antimicrobial spray for synthetic turf
fields. Bac-Shield™ is a product which inhibits the growth and reproduction of
odor causing bacteria, fungi, mold and mildew. For more information on these or
any Sport-Install services, please contact us today or visit our web site at
www.sport-install.com.
Let Sport-Install assist you in achieving and maintaining maximum consistency
and performance from your synthetic turf system. We’ll be there when you need
us.
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